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This year we saw a growing recognition of the value 

of 21st Century Skills among our target audiences in 

East-Africa. Through orientation training sessions at 

schools and daily workshops at our ElimuLab in Thika, 

teachers, principals and students had the opportunity 

to experience the practical meaning of this abstract 

concept. It is very promising to see how our different 

approach on teaching and learning was embraced 

and put into practice. 

More important, we saw the direct results from the 

deployment of tablets and introduction of new 

teaching techniques. For instance at three primary 

schools in Tanzania where teachers and students 

reported a higher appreciation for a traditionally 

unpopular subject like Mathematics, resulting 

in a higher attendance rate and higher national 

examination grades. Plus, the increasing ability to 

apply their knowledge.

Based on this and other success stories we will 

continue to create impact at more schools reaching 

more teachers and more students. We realise that 

these kind of changes in thinking and acting require 

time and lots of effort. Encouraging is that we see the 

impact already and many handles for up-scaling and 

next steps. 

One of those handles are local partners with which we 

team up to align our activities. For instance educational 

publishers, Community Based Organisations, 

hardware suppliers and the like. In 2018 we invested a 

lot of time in establishing new partnerships which will 

take shape and effect in 2019.

Like every year, I take the opportunity to thank our 

existing partners and volunteers whom contributed 

greatly to our success and impact. 

 

Joost Dam

Managing Director DEAN
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2.1 Mission and vision

Digital Education Africa Network is founded upon the 

following points of departure.

• The members of the Digital Education Africa 

Network share the vision that education is the key 

to individual, social and economic development. 

• All activities of the network focus on the 

empowerment of children in the primary and 

secondary school age. 

• All members support the view that digital 

education offers an excellent tool to achieve the 

above objective. 

On this page a visual representation of the network is 

shown. Reading from right to left, the diagram reads 

as follows.

1. The target audience are 

students between 6 and 18 

years old. We measure our 

impact through the results 

we book within this group.

2. The impact is channelled 

through

• Teachers: training, 

coaching and content 

provision

• Principals/management: 

vision development and 

coaching

• School, provision of 

digital infrastructure

3. Members of the Impact Network deliver the 

projects and its activities to the above-mentioned 

groups.

4. The Partner Network of DEAN delivers products, 

knowledge, capacity and knowledge to the Impact 

Network on demand.

5. All project activities are based on a proof of concept 

that is the result of a product development phase. 

6. The objective of the Development Network is to 

develop digital education solutions based on an 

actual demand, proven in practice and with a 

social business model.

7. The Partner Network of DEAN delivers products, 

knowledge, capacity and knowledge to the 

Development Network on demand.

Training
Content

Coaching

Vision dev.
Coaching

Infrastructure

Product development

approvedpilot

students

Viafrica Kenya

Development Network

TTC Model schools

Proven concepts

Impact Network

Teachers

Principal

School

impact

Knowledge

Products

TTC

Viafrica Kenya

Funds

CSR

Donors

Funds

Am
bassadors

Public sector
Digital Education Africa 

Network

Capacity

Knowledge

Products

Funds

Capacity

Impact Fund
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2.2 Governance

The board of DEAN has three board members and 

meets on a quarterly basis. The board members are:

Menno de Leeuw van Weenen (chair)

Fred Koolhof (secretary)

Regina Pasmans (treasurer)

Board members are not compensated. The board 

determines  the  financial  compensation  for  the 

managing director on an annual basis based on a sector 

benchmark. The managing director is independently 

authorized to take decisions and act. Major decisions 

are taken within the board.

DEAN reports regularly about activity progress to its 

partner organisations in The Netherlands. Through 

our partner Viafrica Kenya NGO we communicate with 

our target audiences in Africa on a daily basis. Regular 

visits from The Netherlands from staff, students and 

external consultants complement this and creates a 

complete picture about the demand, progress and 

impact.

2.3 Strategy and results

The strategy for 2018 was to further develop and 

proof our educational portfolio. 

We have updated and expanded our existing portfolio 

of educational services in line with our vision and 

the demands in Kenya and Tanzania and proofed 

its impact at several schools. The results is a solid 

foundation on which we can further build in the years 

to come. The subsidy from the Developpp program 

in Germany which runs until February 2020 allowed 

us to generate co-funding for different projects and 

further expand our impact.

Our strategy for the years to come is to create a 

network of organisations with a focus on different 

aspects of 21st Century Skills, Digital Literacy and 

STEAM subjects and supply formal and informal 

education sector organisations with tools and skills to 

improve their education. The basis of this network is a 

social business model which ensures sustainability in 

the longer run.

2.4 Developments in Kenya

Our  impact  is  influenced by different developments 

in Kenya. The attention from the government for 

competence based learning and 21st Century Skills is 

encouraging and creates leverage for our approach. 

Unfortunately, the government has not yet provided 

clear guidelines to schools on how to implement this 

new teaching model which leaves decision-makers at 

the schools indecisive. 
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The policy of the government to regularly move 

teachers and principals to other schools proves very 

disturbing to the change process and also results in 

an aversion of schools to invest in staff. 

The ambitious government project to supply tablets to 

schools was also cancelled. This provides clarity and 

opens the road for schools to find other solutions but 

caused a delay in educational development process 

as schools were stalling investments for years hoping 

for free hardware.

2.5 New offices

Both in Kenya and The Netherlands we moved our 

offices  to a new  location. DEAN Kenya has a  larger 

office  in Thika  that can accommodate daily  training 

sessions and DEAN moved to a new location in 

Hilversum. 

The expansion of activities required extra staff. 

In Kenya we employ an extra full time trainer and 

offer two permanent internship positions. In The 

Netherlands we created a part time position for a 

senior project manager and have the unpaid support 

of different professionals through our partnership 

with De Staffing Groep. 
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In 2018 we further expanded our STEAM and 21st 

Century Skills based activities both in quality and 

quantity. In this chapter we mention the major activities 

and results in 2018. Each paragraph is followed by a 

photo impression of the activity described.

3.1 21st Century Skills - digital literacy

Competence based learning is spearheaded by the 

government of Kenya. The coming years schools 

are expected to change their teaching model to 

a more student centred approach. The use of 21st 

Century Skills and digital tools support this trend. In 

that respect DEAN adds valuable and much needed 

capacity to this transition.

The other side of the coin is that there are many 

unknowns in this process. Part has to do with the lack 

of experience among principals and teachers and 

part is the result of the policy making process of the 

government which has not yet been finished. In order 

to assist principals with their decision-making process 

we organised many orientation courses at schools. 

During these one-day events we had the teachers and 

principals experience the potential of competence 

based learning and digital tools through workshops, 

group assignments and presentations. The orientation 

courses are very practical and enable the teachers to 

apply their new skills and ideas in the classroom. 

The reactions were unanimously very positive. In 2019 

we continue on a more intensive base with at least 

10 schools from this group. We are going to further 

train and support teachers, supply hardware to the 

schools, and supply digital content matched with the 

national curriculum. All with the objective to create 

a more valuable learning experience for the students 

which enables them to perform better and develop 

essential 21st Century Skills.

Digital content

With the support of Dutch educationalists and 

teachers we created a huge library of digital 

educational content. This content is distributed to 

schools through our portable server; the ElimuPi. 

During training sessions the teachers assess the 

content further, add new, and match the content with 

the national curriculum. 

In 2018 we started a collaboration with Longhorn 

Publishers, the largest educational publisher of Kenya, 

to make their KICD (Kenyan Institute of Curriculum 

Development) approved digital content available to 

schools. We expect to start the first pilots in 2019.
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3.2 STEAM primary schools Tanzania

The impact of our approach can be very well illustrated 

with the results of our intervention at three primary 

schools in Tanzania. Commissioned by FT Kilimanjaro, 

tablets were introduced for Science, Mathematics 

and English classes. We trained the teachers and 

supported them on a continuous basis with class 

visits, refresher training and WhatsApp support. The 

teachers used the tablets and selected digital content 

to enhance their subjects. 

By the end of 2018 we compared the national 

examinations of the previous years and noticed a 

significant increase in student scores as can be seen 

on the graphs. Additional, the use of tablets improved 

the appreciation for the subjects and encouraged 

learning. A few quotes taken during the evaluation 

sessions.

“We look forward for the tablets training, It gives us a chance 

to play and learn at the same time”, pupil.

“Absenteeism, indiscipline and noise making has reduced,we 

are glad now the school is busy learning new things”, teacher.

“I have noted that all the students want to compete with 

the tablets to find a solution, I never see this in books but 

it because the tablet is interactive and they can control the 

pace of learning”, teacher

“When exams came I was able to remember examples in 

the tablet and It was easy, when you use tablet a lot you 

remember and that the trick”, pupil.

A proposal to continue this project in 2019-2020 at more 

schools is waiting to be funded. 
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3.3 Seminar for educationalists

To gain interest for and understanding about 

our approach among educationalist in Kenya, we 

organised a seminar in November 2018. With our 

partner, the National Museums of Kenya - Nairobi, we 

put together a program that offered a real experience 

of the possibilities of digital education and 21st 

Century Skills in the classroom. In different workshops 

different aspects were explained and experienced. 

The seminar attracted over 40 participants from 

different backgrounds. The majority was headmaster 

or  principal,  but  also  government  officials,  school 

owners and teachers attended. 

The seminar was prepared with the support of a Dutch 

educationalist who visited our DEAN Kenya team for 

three weeks. She introduced new teaching techniques 

to our trainers, introduced them to interactive 

evaluation methods and helped put together an 

attractive program for the seminar. The objective 

was to have a blueprint which we can use for coming 

seminars.

The latter is needed as we learned a lot from the 

feedback of the participants about the room for 

innovation at schools, practicalities, government 

curriculum and the like. On the other hand, we were 

able to take away many misconceptions about digital 

education, technology in the classroom, digital 

content and 21st Century Skills. At several attending 

schools we started orientation workshops to provide 

a more in-depth and practical experience to the 

teachers and give them concrete handles to work 

with in the classroom. 

During the seminar, we also introduced the ElimuPi. 

the ElimuPi is a portable educational server that can 

be deployed at virtually any location. More details 

follow in a separate chapter in this annual report. The 

reactions about the ElimuPi were very positive and 

confirmed the demand for an affordable, yet versatile, 

server solution for classroom use. 
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3.4 ElimuPi

The first finished version of the ElimuPi was presented 

during the DEAN seminar. The ElimuPi was engineered 

and developed by volunteers of DEAN with the 

support of LinProfs, a Dutch Linux development 

organisation. 

The ElimuPi is based on a Raspberry Pi which is a small 

computer board which runs on Linux. We configured 

the ElimuPi as a WireLess Access Point which can 

connect up to 20 devices. Each device is able to 

access digital content stored at the ElimuPi without 

the need of an internet connection. Currently we offer 

the full WikiPedia, Wiktionary, TED talks, the Khan 

Academy and a broad range of educational Android 

Apps. The latter can be installed using our own “app 

store”. 

The above mentioned content is free content. Schools 

expressed a demand for content that has been 

approved by the Kenyan government. This content is 

traditionally printed but publishers are slowly moving 

towards the digitalization of their content. We 

signed a MoU with Longhorn Publishers to partner 

on the further integration of their accredited content 

within our 21st Century approach. We expect to start 

a concrete pilot in 2019 when their new e-learning 

platform is operational. 

Casing

Three students from Technical University Delft visited 

Kenya to work on an attractive casing for the ElimuPi 

and its peripherals. The assignment specified that the 

casing could be produced in Kenya for less than 1000 

KES (8-9 euro). 

The students made several designs which they took 

to Kenya  for  further assessment. The final design, a 

plane-like shape, was a mix of the prepared designs. A 

building plan was made and taken to local carpenters 

to test the production process. Based on the results, a 

supplier for the wooden building parts was selected. 

On the pictures on the next page, this process is 

pictured. 

Putting together the casing becomes part of the 

workshops we do at the schools to experience 21st 

Century Skills in practice. Collaboration, Problem 

Solving, Creativity, and Communication are skills 

needed to successfully put together the casing and 

have a tangible result.
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3.5 ElimuLab

Another initiative to create more awareness about 

the power of digital learning and 21st Century Skills 

has been to open an ElimuLab. This is a physical 

location were one can experience different aspects of 

digital learning, e-learning and 21st Century Skills on a 

continuous basis. The ElimuLab has available different 

digital tools to work with in a workshop setting 

or on  an individual basis.  Currently we offer daily 

workshops which have generally 6 - 12 participants. 

The workshops are offered for free. Participants 

wanting to have an attendance certificate contribute 

1500 KES. The workshops have a very positive 

evaluation and are highly appreciated. 

Interest

Several organisations have shown interest in the 

ElimuLab concept. Currently, we are discussing 

the options to start new ElimuLabs with these 

organisations. We expect the first spin off ElimuLab 

in 2019.

Coding classes

In 2019 we start offering coding classes in partnership 

with Moringa. In collaboration we are going to develop 

a fresh curriculum based on their existing coding 

classes and our 21st Century Skills approach. We start 

with a boot camp of two weeks during the school 

holidays in August 2019. Coding, which requires a 

logical way of thinking and structuring information, 

offers an excellent point of departure to develop skills 

like creativity, critical thinking, collaboration, and of 

course digital literacy. The latter will be explicitly 

added to the boot camp by DEAN trainers. The pilot 

we did together already proofed the potential of this 

approach.
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4.1 Campai

Campai  supports DEANs Office  365  email  solutions 

for free.

4.2 De Staffing Groep

De Staffing Groep offers DEAN the opportunity to send 

experts to East-Africa to contribute their knowledge 

and experience to the further development of our 

project  impact.  De  Staffing  Groep  supports  DEAN 

with the sourcing of the right professionals and covers 

the travel and stay expenses. Professionals offer their 

time without compensation.

4.3 LinProfs 

LinProfs assists DEAN in the further development of 

the ElimuPi. They deliver their services for cost price.

4.4 SiSo computers B.V.

SiSo computers is DEANs longterm partner in the 

PC-Donation campaign. Together we have setup the 

campaign and SiSo delivers transport and processing 

for free. This results in a higher revenue per device 

and thus more project impact. 

4.5 Site4U

Site4U offers free webhosting and support for the 

DEAN websites.

4.6 TechSoup

Techsoup  is  a  program  for  non-profits which  offers 

discounted or free licenses for several software 

packages. We migrated  to Office 365  for our office 

administration for a minimal fee per month.

4.7 Thomson Reuters

Thomson Reuters offers free legal advice through a 

network  of  legal  firms  all  over  the  world. We  used 

their network to provide us with professional MoU’s, 

staff contracts and legal advice. 
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5.1 Balance Sheet

Reserves & Liabilities Ref. € € € €

Reserves
General reserves 3 70.172 88.737
Allocated funds

CLASSworks 4 0 0
Digital Lifeskill Project 5 0 0
Digital Math Project 6 0 0

70.172 88.737

Short term liabilities
Other liabilities 7 6.706 9.329

6.706 9.329

76.878 98.066

31/12/2018 31/12/2017

Assets Ref. € €

Tangible fixed assets
Furniture and fixtures 530 0

Current Assets
Other receivables 1 4.364 -            1.324

Cash 2 71.984 96.742

76.878 98.066

31/12/2018 31/12/2017
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5.2 Income & Expenditure

Ref. € €
Income

Income own fundraising 8 188.180 187.161
Other income 1.989 0
Financial income 8 16

Total income 190.177 187.176

Expenditure
Spending on the objective 154.826 127.801
Expenses own fundraising 31.895 30.955
Management and Administration 22.021 12.430

Total expenditure 9 208.742 171.186

Result -18.565 15.991

Result allocation or deduction
€ €

Increase/decrease general reserve -18.565 73.165
Increase/decrease  Allocated fund CLASSworks 0 -32.745
Increase/decrease Allocated fund 
    Digital Lifeskill Project in de slums in Kenya 0 -14.602
Increase/decrease Allocated fund Digital 
   Math Project in opdracht van FT Kilimanjaro 0 -9.827

Result -18.565 15.991

2018 2017

2018 2017
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5.3 Explanatory notes

DEAN received a German subsidy under the Developpp 

program. The maximum public contribution is 175.000 

EUR. The final contribution will be based on the actual 

spending within the agreed budget lines and can 

differ from this maximum. Therefor we have chosen 

to present the actual received contribution in this 

annual report. Of the maximum contribution 107.050 

EUR had been received by the end of 2018.

1    Other receivables

€ €
Prepaid costs mission Kenya jan-feb 2019 1.400 0
VAT 867 1.032
Rent office kanuary 605 0
Deposit rent office 605 0
Prepaid costs Kenya 606 0
Pension january 2018 273 276
Interest from savings account 8 16

4.364 1.324

31/12/2018 31/12/2017

2    Cash at bank and in hand

€ €
Rabobank Internet banking account 1022.556.584 71.005 95.890
Rabobank current account 3246.95.543 979 853
Bank account Germany -                      -                      

71.984 96.742

The foundation can freely dispose of cash at bank and in hand.

31/12/2018 31/12/2017
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3    General reserve
2018

€ €
Balance per 1 January 88.736 15.571
Added from Fund CLASSworks 0 32.745
Added from Fund Digital Lifeskill 0 14.602
Added from FUND FT Kilimanjaro 0 9.827
Withdrawals/additions from result -18.565 15.991
Balance per 31 December 70.171 88.736

4   Allocated fund CLASSworks 
2018

€ €
Balance per 1 January 0 32.745
Additions 0 0
Added to general reserve 0 32.745
Balance per 31 December 0 0

5   Allocated fund Digital Lifeskill Project
2018 2017

€ €
Balance per 1 January 0 14.602
Additions 0 0
Added to general reserve 0 14.602
Balance per 31 December 0 0

2017

2017
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Dean  rents  an  office  from  Maatschap  Dudok.  The 

annual rent including service fees is 6.000 EUR 

(excluding VAT).

The rent agreement has a duration of 12 months and 

ends at 30 April 2019.

The rent agreement has a termination clause with a 

2-month prior notice and is continued for consequent 

periods of 12 months barring termination.

6   Allocated fund Digital Math Project
2018 2017

€ €
Balance per 1 January 0 9.827
Additions 0 0
Added to general reserve 0 9.827
Balance per 31 December 0 0

7    Other liabilities
€ €

Costs to be paid 1.985 2.540
Accounts Payable 0 2.156
VAT 0 0
Wage Taxes 2.035 1.999
Salaries 2.673 2.619
Banking costs 13 15
Other

6.706 9.329

31/12/201731/12/2018
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8A    Income from own fundraising for objectives
Exploitatie Exploitatie

2018 2017
€ €

develoPPP.de 68.100 38.950
Lucendi Foundation 15.000 0
Staffing Facility BV 13.000 13.000
FT Kilimanjaro 4.053 21.574
TU Delft 2.162 0
Mccoy/Van Egdom 400 0
W.M.de Hoop Stichting 0 6.977
Het VIN centrum 0 2.000
Heijmerinck Reith 0 10.000
Casterenshoeve 0 2.985

102.715 95.486

 8    Income own fundraising can be divided in the following components:
Exploitatie Exploitatie

2018 2017
€ €

8A    Income from own fundraising for objectives 102.715 95.486
8B    Sponsorship in kind 49.970 48.269
       PC donation campaign 35.495 43.406

188.180 187.161
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8B    Sponsorship in kind 
Exploitatie Exploitatie

2018 2017
€ €

Consultants via IT-Staffing 14.400 12.000
Topdesk 11.292 11.292
Siso PC-donatie logistics 10.000 10.000
Siso PC-donatie wiping 7.000 7.000
Techsoup/Office365 2.126 2.126
Exact 1.578 1.578
Campai Mailsystem 1.400 1.400
DynaHouse 594 1.188
Teamlab/OnlyOffice 1.100 1.100
Techsoup/adobe 301 406
Site4U 179 179

49.970 48.269

CLASSworks
 Digital Lifeskill 

Project
Digital Math 

Project
ElimuLab

Project 
Development

SEQUA Total
Raising of 

income Own 
fundraising

Management 
and 

administration
€ € € € € €

9    Expenditures
Purchases and acquisitions 3.252 286 3.538             0 0
Outsources activities 15.709 519 2.265 5.867 2.012 26.372           0 0
Staff costs 56.495 11 1.765 17.946 30.117 4.500 110.834         30.786 9.198
Housing costs -                0 4.000
Office and general cost 12.836 0 0 460 786 14.082           1.109 8.744
Extraordinary costs -                
Depreciation and interest -                79
Total expenditures 88.292 530 4.030 24.559 32.915 4.500 154.826         31.895 22.021
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Accounting policies for the valuation of assets and 

liabilities.

General

Stichting Digital Education Africa Network (DEAN)

is based at Snelliuslaan 10, 1222 TE, Hilversum, The 

Netherlands and has its postal address at Snelliuslaan 

11, 1222 TB, Hilversum, The Netherlands. DEAN is 

registered with the Dutch Chamber of Commerce 

under number 34154419.

The annual accounts have been prepared in accordance 

to guideline RJ 650 fundraising institutions. The 

purpose of this guideline is to provide insight into the  

costs of the organisation and the spending of its funds 

in relation to the objective for  which the funds have 

been raised. The annual accounts have been drawn up 

on the basis of historic costs. The annual accounts are 

presented in Euros. Assets and liabilities are stated at 

nominal value. 

Foreign currency

Transactions in foreign currency during the reporting 

period are incorporated into the annual accounts 

against the exchange rate on the transaction date. 

Monetary assets and liabilities in foreign currency are 

converted against the exchange rate on the  balance 

date. The differences of exchange resulting from 

the completion and conversion are recorded in the 

income and expenditure statement.

Tangible fixed assets

Other  fixed  assets  are  valued  at  acquisition  price 

including directly attributable costs after deducting 

straight-line amortisation during the estimated 

economic life. 

Inventory

Inventory hardware is valued against purchase prices 

or lower market value. 

Accounts receivable

Accounts receivable are included  at nominal value.

Cash at bank and in hand

Cash at bank and in hand consists of bank balances 

and deposits with a term of less than twelve months.

Reserves

The reserves of the foundation are used within the 

scope of its objective. In so far as these reserves have 

not been presented as a allocated fund, it is freely 

disposable.

In 2017 the reserve allocations per project have been 

accumulated to one general reserve. This provides a 

realistic insight into the available funds for our mission 

compared to a the allocation per (sub)project with all 

its internal dependencies.
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Accounting policies for the determination of the 

result

General

The balance (result) is determined as the difference 

between the total of the income and the total of the 

expenses. Income is accounted for in the year they 

have been realised; expenses as soon as they are 

foreseeable. 

Income from own fund-raising activities

Income from own fund-raising is accounted for in the 

year to which the contribution relates.

Income from joint activities

Income is accounted for in the year to which the 

contribution relates.

Sponsorship in kind   

In accordance with guidelines for fund-raising 

institutions any sponsorship must be capitalized in 

kind.  This means that the value of the sponsorship 

in kind is included as expenses and as revenues.  

Expenses will depend on expenses type and will be 

included in the corresponding general ledger  account. 

Revenues will be included in the account ‘sponsorship 

in kind’. This makes it seem sometimes as if DEAN 

spent money on certain goods/services, while this is 

actually not true.

Expenses

Expenses are determined at a historic basis and 

allocated to the year to which they relate.
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5.4 Compilation report 20181

The financial statements Digital Education Africa Network Foundation at Hilversum have been compiled by me 

using the information provided by you. The financial statements comprise the balance sheet as at 31 December 

2018 and the profit and loss account for the year 2018 with the accompanying explanatory notes. These notes 

include a summary of the accounting policies which have been applied. 

This compilation engagement has been performed by me in accordance with Dutch law, including the Dutch 

Standard 4410, “Compilation engagements”, which is applicable to accountants. The standard requires me to 

assist you in the preparation and presentation of the financial statements in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of 

the Dutch Civil Code. To this end I have applied my professional expertise in accounting and financial reporting. 

In a compilation engagement, you are responsible for ensuring that you provide me with all relevant information 

and that this information is correct. Therefore, I have conducted my work, in accordance with the applicable 

regulations,  on  the  assumption  that  you  have  fulfilled  your  responsibility.  To  conclude my work,  I  have  read 

the financial statements as a whole to consider whether the financial statements as presented correspond with 

my understanding of Digital Education Africa Network Foundation. I have not performed any audit or review 

procedures which would enable me to express an opinion or a conclusion as to the fair presentation of the 

financial statements. 

During this engagement I have complied with the relevant ethical requirements prescribed by the “Verordening 

Gedrags- en Beroepsregels Accountants” (VGBA). You and other users of these financial statements may therefore 

assume that I have conducted the engagement in a professional, competent and objective manner and with due 

care and integrity and that I will treat all information provided to me as confidential. 

For further information on the nature and scope of a compilation engagement and the VGBA I refer you to www.

nba.nl/uitleg-samenstellingsverklaring. 

Havelte, June 25th 2019

Advitax Accountants & Adviseurs VOF

D. van Ede  RB

Accountant-Administratieconsulent 

1 A signed copy is available on request
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